
 

MORE TRUTH THEN FABLE… 

 

All that I seek to find, I am. The gold is not at the end of the rainbow, it is within you. 

Scripture speaks of the treasure in the field. The treasure is in the field but the field is in 

you. All that you could ever hope to find… it’s already within you. God dwells in 

unapproachable light. No form of creation has ever seen this ONE who dwells there. 

 

Creation is the clothes it wears and the form it takes. The ego, {Human} is one of the 

many forms it takes. Its essence is in every cell of every form and every form is a 

fragment of itself, its essence. In fact this ONE is all that’s ever existed. Creation is this 

ONE appearing to mortal sense. This ONE knows the life experience of the little ant and 

the massive dinosaur. It has been there and done that and is still doing it. This one is 

who I am. 

 

There is no form of life that it has not known and experienced. Who is this ONE who 

dwells in unapproachable light? It is I. I am this ONE. It is I, who has come up through all 

forms of life, and even now inhabit them all. What I say here, all could say and it would 

be true. You are this ONE, I am this ONE, and all are this ONE for this one is our source 

our root, our essence. We as egos are the issue that came forth from the ONE. I am a 

ray, an extension from the unapproachable light. So are you. 

 

This creative energy which I am, which created my human ego and form, did so for the 

purpose of the experience of the human existence of the one known as Ron Sigler. The 

original explosion that took place too long ago for the human mind to comprehend was 

the result of unrest. Out of the One grew a desire to experience contrast. Without 



contrast no experience was possible. There had to be an up so there could be a down. 

There had to be sorrow before there could be joy experienced. 

 

For there to be contrast, there had to be opposites. In eternity past, there were no 

opposites. The ONE could not {absolutely speaking} be more then what was, ONE! 

Unless it could come up with a way of fragmenting itself which would create a divine 

amnesia. If this were to be accomplished it might experience itself in an infinite number 

of ways. For this to work this ONE would have to be ignorant of who it was in all its 

forms for a season. It would have to enter into a state of sleep and dream as it were to 

experience this. 

 

In the realm where it dwelt it’s every desire was manifest as swiftly as the thought took 

form, in fact, every thought took on form the very instant it was thought. This made for a 

hum drum experience. After trillions of light years had gone by {measured in earths 

time} which of course had not been thought of as yet, then like a bolt of pure light there 

came a very bazaar and ridiculous and totally fantastic idea.  This ONE thought of an 

idea that could result in the contrast needed for the game to begin. 

 

It would enter into an illusion, a world of forgetfulness. It would think of a dream world 

where it would totally forget who it was. This would result in the loss of its memory of 

itself and who it really was, which in turn would result in a domino effect causing the 

contrast which in turn would result in an infinite number of exciting experiences. 

Experiences that could never be possible without the loss of its memory. With the loss of 

memory came creating by default. 

 

When memory became impaired this resulted in forgetting. It forgot that it was the ONE 



and only power that was, and from it’s forgetting often created more illusions and then 

began to base its sense knowledge on the appearances of its illusions. It could not base 

its existence on the truth because truth and become distorted and eventually forgotten all 

together. The idea was then working perfectly. Now every form of error from this 

forgetting was creating much contrast. 

 

This ONE could now experience the buffer known as time which meant that now it’s 

every desire would not necessarily be experienced. This lack was the contrast to 

abundance. In the realm of this unapproachable light there was just void. The 

consciousness that I am could not know the taste of contrast. I could not know the rich 

experience of being all I wa, without first experiencing everything I was not. This called 

for loss of memory, there was no other way. I had to create the grand illusion of good 

and evil. I could not know health without first experiencing its loss. 

 

I could not know abundance without loss. I could not know good and evil without 

creating the illusion that gave it birth. We all have forgotten that we are this ONE. That 

was the plan. In this forgetting we perpetuate the illusion. As I become lucid within the 

dream I have created my memory is returning. With the return of my memory will come 

the realization that since I have created the dream I can then control it and that I am 

doing exactly that and have been all along, and all my problems were created because I 

was trying to be what I already was and have forever been but I had forgotten. 

 

Through all the contrast this created, I have become so much more then I was, hence the 

expansion of the ONE. To the ego, this knowing that it’s highest self is controlling the 

dream brings peace and the ego can take its rightful place and set at the feet of its 

Master. As I awaken, my ego and I merge and gradually become one. It is then I began 



to know heaven here and now. I will then live happily ever after. That is unless I become 

bored and do it all again, which I may have already done a time or two. 

 

Dream on and know that you will most certainly awake in your good time. That is 

inevitable because of who you are. Is this dream exciting or not? Your destiny is sealed 

and it's very, very good. 
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